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**Use the OC Library Web Site to access these sources**

### Summon

Summon is a search engine for all kinds of library content—books, articles, images, videos, etc. Good for all subject areas.

### Subject Specialized Databases

#### Anthropology Plus

- largest and most comprehensive source for anthropology & archaeology articles
  - covers thousands of journals, some back to the 19th century
- wildcard searching ( * )
  - archaeolog* will find archaeology, archaeologist, archaeological, etc.

#### AnthroSource

- publications by the American Anthropological Association *only*
  - all articles available in full text
- no wildcard needed – terms are automatically stem searched, e.g. archaeology will find archaeologist, archaeological, etc.

#### Bibliography of Native North Americans

- references to books and articles on all aspects of native studies

### Databases for Finding News & Articles for a General Audience

- **Academic Search Complete**
  - articles from magazines (e.g. *National Geographic*) as well as scholarly journals

- **Factiva**
  - newspapers, wire services, news web sites from around the world
    - also strong on business issues, federal regulation
  - *only 3 researchers at once — if it asks for a password try again later!*

- **LexisNexis Academic**
  - newspapers, wire services and other news sources from around the world
    - also includes law review articles, legal cases
How Can You Tell if a Journal Article is Peer Reviewed?

- Use database options to limit to scholarly/peer reviewed material
- Look for clues in the article (i.e. the acknowledgements section)
- Consult the UlrichsWeb Global Serials Directory database
  - search by title of the journal, look for the referee shirt icon

Library Research Services

- Research Appointments
  - Meet with a librarian to discuss research strategies and sources for your papers
- Get books and articles that aren’t available at Oberlin
  - OhioLINK borrowing
    - Search the OhioLINK Library Catalog and directly request books from other libraries using your barcode number on the back of your OCID
  - Interlibrary Loan (ILLiad)
    - Create and account for yourself and request copies of articles and other materials from
- RefWorks
  - Manage your research, integrate references while writing & create bibliographies